Signature currents: a patch-clamp method for determining the selectivity of ion-channel blockers in isolated cardiac myocytes.
We describe a simple method using membrane potential ramps for rapidly determining the ion-channel selectivity of drugs that affect action-potential duration in isolated cardiac myocytes. The method allows the simultaneous assay of compounds on a number of ionic currents in a single cardiac cell. Trains of membrane potential ramps were applied from -90 to +70 mV at 0.33 Hz to obtain a consistent "signature current," in which the major individual currents involved in the cardiac action potential could be easily identified. Confirmatory experiments were performed using known inhibitors of these currents. The identities of the currents in the signature were established by varying the concentrations of extracellular cations and by adding known ion channel blockers to superfusion solutions. Inhibition of each current had a characteristic and reproducible effect on the overall signature current. The consistent current signature in the presence and absence of blockers suggests that this method could be used for tertiary electrophysiological evaluation of compounds, eg, in a drug discovery program focusing on antiarrhythmic agents. The ability to assay for secondary effects of novel compounds against multiple currents in the target cell type is convenient and avoids the artefacts associated with using artificial expression systems.